Strategic Life Planning
Helping You Move From Success To Significance!
Features of the Process

Agenda

• Safe • Confidential • Private • Reliable

Day 1: Gaining Perspective

• One-on-One Sessions • Tested • Proven
• Highly Effective in Leadership Development

To gain a true perspective one must move from the
valley to the mountain-top. A complete personal
perspective is developed using the unique Life
Planning tools.

What Is A Strategic Life Plan?

Comprehensive Life Plan Diagnostic

Often it is true that we, ourselves, are the biggest
obstacles to our own advancement, joy and
fulfillment in life. Our ability to lead ourselves and
others largely determines how successful we are at
creating a truly meaningful life.






Strategic Life Planning helps you identify and remove
your barriers to leadership. It creates a safe and
confidential environment where you can openly and
honestly explore your dreams, your current reality and
how to close that gap. It gives you a strategic action
plan designed to achieve balance in the five major
areas of your life.

Day 2: Creating Your Plan

Your Life Plan is a personalized, strategic, charted
plan, developed over a two-day period, designed to
guide and focus your next steps.

How Will I Benefit From A Life Plan?
At the end of just two days, you will walk away with:
• Purpose

• Answers

• Focus
• Vision

• Clarity
• Hope

Who am I?
What are my real talents?
How did I get where I am right now?
How does my past prepare me for the future?

Defining true significance.
 What is my current match with my
 success profile?
 What is my action plan for each of
life’s domains?

Am I Ready?
The only requirements for Strategic Life
Planning are:
 A willingness to be honest
 A desire to grasp life at a deeper level

Cost
For two days, one-on-one with a Senior
Consultant at our location, fee: $8,000.
For more information or an appointment:
Call Cary Root, Client Relations, 336-510-4150

